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Chapter 1 : Elizabeth name meaning
From Î•Î»Î¹ÏƒÎ±Î²ÎµÏ„ (Elisabet), the Greek form of the Hebrew name ×•Ö±×œÖ´×™×©Ö¶×•×‘Ö·×¢ ('Elisheva') meaning
"my God is an oath", derived from the roots ×•Öµ×œ referring to the Hebrew God and ×©Ö¸×•×‘Ö·×¢ meaning "oath".

Biblical narrative[ edit ] According to the Gospel of Luke, Elizabeth was "of the daughters of Aaron" 1: She
and her husband Zachariah were "righteous before God, walking in all the commandments and ordinances of
the Lord blameless" 1: While he was in the temple of the Lord 1: But the angel said to him: Your wife
Elizabeth will bear you a son, and you are to call him John. He will be a joy and delight to you, and many will
rejoice because of his birth, for he will be great in the sight of the Lord. He is never to take wine or other
fermented drink, and he will be filled with the Holy Spirit even before he is born. The angel identified himself
as Gabriel and told Zacharias that he would be "dumb, and not able to speak" until the words were fulfilled,
because he did not believe. When the days of his ministry were complete, he returned to his house Luke 1:
After this his wife Elizabeth became pregnant and for five months remained in seclusion. After she was also
informed that her "relative Elizabeth" had begun her sixth month of pregnancy, she traveled to "Hebron, in the
hill country of Judah", [1] to visit Elizabeth. In a loud voice she exclaimed: But why am I so favored, that the
mother of my Lord should come to me? As soon as the sound of your greeting reached my ears, the baby in
my womb leaped for joy. Blessed is she who has believed that the Lord would fulfill his promises to her! John
the Baptist , with Elizabeth on the left. When it was time for Elizabeth to have her baby, she gave birth to a
son. Her neighbors and relatives heard that the Lord had shown her great mercy, and they shared her joy. He is
to be called John. The chapter continues with the prophecy of Zacharias, known as the Benedictus , and ends
with the note that John "grew, and became strong in spirit, and was in the deserts" until his ministry to Israel
began; so it is unknown how long Elizabeth and her husband lived after that Luke 1: Apocrypha[ edit ]
Elizabeth is mentioned in several books of the Apocrypha , most prominently in the Protevangelion of James ,
in which the birth of her son and the subsequent murder of her husband are chronicled. She is commemorated
as a matriarch in the Calendar of Saints November 5 of the Lutheran Churchâ€”Missouri Synod and Zacharias
is commemorated as a prophet. She is revered by Muslims as a wise, pious and believing person who, like her
relative Mary , was exalted by God to a high station. They were, however, both very old and they had no son.
Therefore, Zachariah would frequently pray to God for a son. So We listened to him: These three were ever
quick in emulation in good works; they used to call on Us with love and reverence, and humble themselves
before Us. He goes on to say that Mary was born from Hannah and John was born from Hananah.
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Chapter 2 : Elizabeth Name Meaning - What Does The Name Elizabeth mean?
The name Elizabeth is a girl's name of Hebrew origin meaning "pledged to God". Elizabeth is ranked #13 on our
popularity charts and is often added to lists like Bible Names for Girls and discussed in our forums with posts like " Baby
a Day ".

Jul 04, Betsy rated it really liked it The human capacity to garble a first name, even a simple or common one,
is without limit. My name is Elizabeth. Still, my heart goes out to kids with fresh and original names that get
mangled in the garbled mouths of well-me The human capacity to garble a first name, even a simple or
common one, is without limit. Still, my heart goes out to kids with fresh and original names that get mangled
in the garbled mouths of well-meaning adults. Yet as My Name Is Elizabeth! Elizabeth loves her name. It has
a lot of advantages, like length and how it sounds when you work the syllables out of your mouth. Everyone
just gives you whatever nickname they think suits you. At last Elizabeth can take it no longer. Finally,
everyone gets it right. Their clothes and toys are purchased by their parents and can be changed and taken
away at any moment. Their names, however, are their own. Some of them realize early on that these names
have power, and that they themselves have power over those names. They can insist that they be called one
thing or another. They cannot make anyone actually obey these requests, but they can try, doggone it. A lot of
kids fantasize about changing their names, but Elizabeth embraces her name. Her beef with nicknames wins
you over because there is something inherently jarring about being given the wrong label. This story contains
a tiny cry for independence by a character that is insistent without being bratty. In the end, Elizabeth proves to
be a grand role model for those kids. I like the lesson she teaches kids here too. You might be inclined to let
their mistakes go and not raise a fuss, but when you claim your own name you claim how the world sees you.
This book highlights a small battle that any kid can relate to. The two-color picture book is not unheard of
these days but it is less common that it was back in the days of books like Blueberries for Sal. Illustrator
Matthew Forsythe has seen fit to use a novel pairing of tones for this title: The blue fills all the negative spaces
in the story, appearing as the space between books on a bookshelf or the underside of a step. The orange
affects everything else of note, leaving the standard black ink to fit in all the details that need to pop. Forsythe
uses a combination of pen and ink, gouache and digital artwork to create his images. I was particularly pleased
to see how the artist broke up his images. You might have a florid sequence on one page with Elizabeth
feeding her duck within a flowered border and then a wordless six part illustrated sequence of the girl
pronouncing parts of her name in a variety of different situations on the next. It keeps things interesting. With
a book of this sort there is a fear that the primary audience for this title will be little girls named Elizabeth with
upcoming birthdays or other gift giving occasions. Worse, some adults might think to buy it and then change
their minds after considering that the Elizabeths they know actually do go by one nickname or another.
Hopefully these purchasers will prove to be the exception rather than the rule. Personally I would like to see
this book plucked up by the same folks that bought Chrysanthemum by Kevin Henkes and other name-related
fare. A lesson some grown-ups could stand to learn as well.
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Chapter 3 : ELIZABETH Name Meaning, Origin of ELIZABETH Name, Popularity, Analysis
Random Elizabeth Factoid: According to the U.S. Social Security Administration data, the first name Elizabeth ranks 33
rd in popularity as a baby girl's name in Iowa. Imagine that, babies in Iowa have the same name as you in

Unexpected Elizabeth nicknames can turn this classic into a versatile name for a daughter in Lizzie and Liz
are the go-tos, of course. Others, like Liza and Beth, are obvious. Speaking of international forms, some of
these nicknames might flow more naturally from Elisabeth, the spelling preferred in German, French, and
several other languages. Read on for sixteen of my favorite unexpected Elizabeth nicknames. No surprise,
then, that El- names top this list of unexpected Elizabeth nicknames. Spare, short Elle is the opposite â€” a
single, elegant sound. Elle is the French word for she, and a famous fashion magazine, too. It could also be
short for Eleanor or really any El- name, but it works beautifully with the enduring Elizabeth. Lily and Lillian
probably started out as nicknames for Elizabeth, at least some of the time. The current Queen of England,
Elizabeth II, was called Lilibet as a child, which makes me think that the Lily-Elizabeth connection was alive
and well until sometime in the early twentieth century. Either way, Liesel is one of those surprising names that
everyone knows, but nobody uses. Another reason to love this name? Lisa is stuck in style limbo, but Liesel
has potential in Unexpected Nicknames for Elizabeth: Zella â€” Other Z Elizabeth nicknames might be more
of a stretch. Zibby works, I suppose. It takes the middle Z, pushes it to the front, picks up the first syllable and
then adds an a. Beth, as in the Kiss ballad. But there are plenty of other options for unexpected Elizabeth
nicknames, all brought to us by the letter B. Babette â€” Babette might feel more like a spin-off name , like
Isabelle or Bettina , than the other Elizabeth nicknames. And yet it is a French nickname for Elizabeth, and
sometimes bestowed independently. The movie was Danish, but the Babette character is from Paris. Today, it
might fit in with other -ette ending names for girls , and probably reads a little bit hipster, in the key of Odette.
In , there were girls named Betty. Is it an early twentieth century name ready for revival, or a s mainstay? But
it pre-dated the successful television series. Still, with bird names for girls so white hot in , an Elizabeth called
Birdie would work nicely. And yet, I find it surprising how many people seem to accept Buffy as one of the
Elizabeth nicknames while rejecting Lily. The younger daughter is Ava Elizabeth, called Buffy. Starting with
T T might be the least likely letter for Elizabeth nicknames. And yet, there are at least two unexpected
Elizabeth nicknames that deserve a look. Tess â€” If Bess works, why not Tess? Elizabeth is an
unconventional choice, to be sure. Tess is traditionally short for Theresa or Teresa or Therese. But the letters
are all there, and scrambling them results in a short, sweet, and complete Elizabeth nickname. Thea emerges as
an unconventional Elizabeth nickname. And yet, if you are an Elizabeth and none of the conventional
Elizabeth nicknames fit, this could be one to consider. Are there any that you would consider? More names
you might like:
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Chapter 4 : Elizabeth and James
With Elizabeth's accession, it seemed probable the royal house would bear her husband's name, becoming the House
of Mountbatten, in line with the custom of a wife taking her husband's surname on marriage.

Elizabeth on the cover of Time magazine , April Elizabeth was born at The two princesses were educated at
home under the supervision of their mother and their governess , Marion Crawford. Winston Churchill
described Elizabeth when she was two as "a character. She has an air of authority and reflectiveness
astonishing in an infant. Although her birth generated public interest, she was not expected to become queen,
as the Prince of Wales was still young. Many people believed he would marry and have children of his own.
Later that year, Edward abdicated , after his proposed marriage to divorced socialite Wallis Simpson provoked
a constitutional crisis. If her parents had had a later son, she would have lost her position as first-in-line, as her
brother would have been heir apparent and above her in the line of succession. As in , when her parents had
toured Australia and New Zealand, Elizabeth remained in Britain, since her father thought her too young to
undertake public tours. And the King will never leave. We know, every one of us, that in the end all will be
well. Elizabeth later said in a rare interview, "We asked my parents if we could go out and see for ourselves. I
remember we were terrified of being recognised I remember lines of unknown people linking arms and
walking down Whitehall , all of us just swept along on a tide of happiness and relief. Proposals, such as
appointing her Constable of Caernarfon Castle or a patron of Urdd Gobaith Cymru the Welsh League of Youth
, were abandoned for several reasons, including fear of associating Elizabeth with conscientious objectors in
the Urdd at a time when Britain was at war. Home Secretary , Herbert Morrison supported the idea, but the
King rejected it because he felt such a title belonged solely to the wife of a Prince of Wales and the Prince of
Wales had always been the heir apparent. During the tour, in a broadcast to the British Commonwealth on her
21st birthday, she made the following pledge: After another meeting at the Royal Naval College in Dartmouth
in July , Elizabeth â€” though only 13 years old â€” said she fell in love with Philip, and they began to
exchange letters. He was a prince without a home or kingdom. They received 2, wedding gifts from around the
world. One month earlier, the King had issued letters patent allowing her children to use the style and title of a
royal prince or princess, to which they otherwise would not have been entitled as their father was no longer a
royal prince. The children remained in Britain. When she toured Canada and visited President Harry S.
Truman in Washington, D. Philip broke the news to the new queen. The Duke complained, "I am the only man
in the country not allowed to give his name to his own children. The Queen asked them to wait for a year; in
the words of Martin Charteris, "the Queen was naturally sympathetic towards the Princess, but I think she
thought â€” she hoped â€” given time, the affair would peter out. If Margaret had contracted a civil marriage,
she would have been expected to renounce her right of succession. They divorced in ; she did not remarry. The
proposal was never accepted and the following year France signed the Treaty of Rome , which established the
European Economic Community , the precursor to the European Union. Lord Mountbatten claimed the Queen
was opposed to the invasion, though Eden denied it. Eden resigned two months later. Lord Salisbury and Lord
Kilmuir , the Lord Chancellor , consulted the British Cabinet , Winston Churchill , and the Chairman of the
backbench Committee , resulting in the Queen appointing their recommended candidate: In a magazine, which
he owned and edited, [82] Lord Altrincham accused her of being "out of touch". On the same tour, she opened
the 23rd Canadian Parliament , becoming the first monarch of Canada to open a parliamentary session. She is
impatient of the attitude towards her to treat her as She loves her duty and means to be a Queen. Her first royal
walkabout, meeting ordinary members of the public, took place during a tour of Australia and New Zealand in
Over 20 countries gained independence from Britain as part of a planned transition to self-government. In ,
however, the Rhodesian Prime Minister, Ian Smith , in opposition to moves towards majority rule, declared
unilateral independence from Britain while still expressing "loyalty and devotion" to Elizabeth. Although the
Queen dismissed him in a formal declaration, and the international community applied sanctions against
Rhodesia, his regime survived for over a decade. She declined, saying she would not interfere in decisions
reserved by the Constitution of Australia for the governor-general. Parties and events took place throughout
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the Commonwealth, many coinciding with her associated national and Commonwealth tours. Trudeau said in
his memoirs that the Queen favoured his attempt to reform the constitution and that he was impressed by "the
grace she displayed in public" and "the wisdom she showed in private". Police later discovered the shots were
blanks. The year-old assailant, Marcus Sarjeant , was sentenced to five years in prison and released after three.
New Zealand Security Intelligence Service documents declassified in revealed that year-old Christopher John
Lewis fired a shot with a. Two years into his sentence, he attempted to escape a psychiatric hospital in order to
assassinate Prince Charles , who was visiting the country with Diana, Princess of Wales , and Prince William.
In a serious lapse of security, assistance only arrived after two calls to the Palace police switchboard. The
sources of the rumours included royal aide Michael Shea and Commonwealth Secretary-General Shridath
Ramphal , but Shea claimed his remarks were taken out of context and embellished by speculation. As
monarch of Fiji , Elizabeth supported the attempts of the Governor-General , Ratu Sir Penaia Ganilau , to
assert executive power and negotiate a settlement. Coup leader Sitiveni Rabuka deposed Ganilau and declared
Fiji a republic.
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Chapter 5 : 16 Unexpected Elizabeth Nicknames - Appellation Mountain
Elizabeth is a feminine given name derived from the Ancient Greek á¼˜Î»Î¹ÏƒÎ¬Î²ÎµÏ„ (Elisabet, Modern Greek
pronunciation ElisÃ¡vet), which is a form of the Hebrew name Elisheva (×•Ö±×œÖ´×™×©Ö¶×•×‘Ö·×¢ â€¬), meaning
"My God is an oath" or "My God is abundance", as rendered in the Septuagint.

The name Elizabeth is a baby girl name. The name Elizabeth is a Greek baby name. In Greek the meaning of
the name Elizabeth is: From the Hebrew Elisheba, meaning either oath of God, or God is satisfaction. The
name Elizabeth is an American baby name. In American the meaning of the name Elizabeth is: The name
Elizabeth is a Biblical baby name. In Biblical the meaning of the name Elizabeth is: The oath or fullness of
God. The name Elizabeth is an Arthurian Legend baby name. In Arthurian Legend the meaning of the name
Elizabeth is: The name Elizabeth is an English baby name. In English the meaning of the name Elizabeth is:
My God is bountiful;God of plenty. Elizabeth was mother of John the Baptist in the bible. One of the most
frequently used names in England. The name Elizabeth is a Hebrew baby name. In Hebrew the meaning of the
name Elizabeth is: The name Elizabeth is a Shakespearean baby name. In Shakespearean the meaning of the
name Elizabeth is: They tend to be mystics, philosophers, scholars, and teachers. Because they live so much in
the mind, they tend to be quiet and introspective, and are usually introverts. When presented with issues, they
will see the larger picture. Their solitary thoughtfulness and analysis of people and world events may make
them seem aloof, and sometimes even melancholy.
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Chapter 6 : Elizabeth Reaser - IMDb
Elizabeth is a great name for someone who has multi-personalities - there's so many names combined in the name
Elizabeth! My name is Megan Elizabeth, and I love my middle name much more then my first name.

They are adventurous, highly passionate people who love to travel and immerse themselves in different
cultures. They tend to do their own thing on their own time. Five personalities are community leaders who
take an active interest socially and love to be involved with others. Five people are seen as stimulating,
interesting. Elizabeth name soul urge number is 2. This is where they good at, and people often appreciate
them for such a talent. People with this soul urge are the natural peace keepers who seek to bridge gaps and
bring others together in the spirit of cooperation and harmony. Your soul urge is to be admired and loved by
all. The height of personal gratification for you is to be desired by a special someone. You have an enormous
faith in other people and if they do let you down you tend to behave, as it is the end of the world. Elizabeth
name expression number is 7. The mission of such people is to share the acquired knowledge with the rest of
human beings and then uncover truth and wisdom in all possible forms. People with a Seven expression
number are very intelligent, intuitive. Seven people are motivated in life by a need for greater understanding
and are often drawn to philosophical, spiritual. Seven people tend to be rather introverted and require a great
deal of personal space in order to thrive. Have the clarity of thought and perseverance in the search for truth.
Could become a scientist, a teacher in philosophy. You driven by a desire for justice and knowledge. You
should learn to distinguish between the world of illusion and reality, you are well equipped to perform these
tasks. Sharp mind helps you to learn the secrets of life. Elizabeth name balance number is 5. They are able to
find creative solutions to problems, when making the effort and taking the time to focus on them. They need
give importance to the innovative ways of solving a problem. People with 5 as their balance number have rigid
and conventional viewpoint. You are averse to adapting to changing conditions. You like to tread in the
conventional way. You use the tried and tested ways in dealing with a situation. Letter Analyis For Elizabeth
Name E is a friendly number which is warm hearted, loving and compassionate. When it is the first vowel in a
name the bearer is freedom loving and charming. Positively, entertaining, intellectual and negatively,
unreliable. It is charitable and well adjusted but can be somewhat accident prone. Positively, charitable,
managerial and negatively, accident-prone. I represents law and as a general rule is sensitive, compassionate
and humane. Positively, inspirational, impulsive and negatively, quick to anger. Z represents hope as it is
considered to be a peacemaker. Positively,it can be trusting. A has a great deal of confidence which enables it
to achieve objectives. When it is the first vowel in a name, the bearer tends to be alert and bold. Positively, A
can be leader, confident but negatively, arrogant. B represents our emotional reactions. It is friendly,
sympathetic and enjoys domesticity. Positively, B is bountiful, sensitive and negatively, belligerent. E is a
friendly number which is warm hearted, loving and compassionate. T is a restless letter which seeks answers
to spiritual questions. When it is the first consonant in a name, the carrier will have extra strength to help other
and tends to be long suffering. Positively, it can be emotionally expressive, restless but negatively, easily
influenced. H has a great deal of business acumen and will therefore find profits through most endeavours.
When it is the first consonant of a name the bearer is likely to be successful in business. Positively, successful,
self-contained and negatively, self-absorbed.
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Chapter 7 : Elizabeth Warren to Boston: midterms are 'downpayment' on the White House | US news | The
Another major faux-pas: You should never refer to the Queen as Queen Elizabeth. While "Queen Elizabeth" is a part of
her official title, it is considered rude to address her by her full name.

Considering Elizabeth as a Baby Name? The name Elizabeth is of Hebrew origin, and is used in more than one
countries and different languages of the world, especially English speaking countries, Greek speaking
countries, Hebrew speaking countries among others. Search comprehensively and find the name meaning of
Elizabeth and its name origin or of any other name in our database. Also note the spelling and the
pronunciation of the name Elizabeth and check the initials of the name with your last name to discover how it
looks and sounds. The history and meaning of the name Elizabeth is fascinating, learn more about it. If you
know more meanings of the name and you would like to contribute click here to submit another name
meaning. Start to grab every chance for success in your life! If you would like to suggest one or more
categories for the name, click here. We have plenty of different baby name categories to search for special
meanings plus popular and unique names, search our database before choosing but also note that baby name
categories designed to help you and not to be an influential factor when choosing a name. Instead, we
recommend that you pay a greater attention to the origin and meaning of the name Elizabeth. Read our baby
name articles for useful tips regarding baby names and naming your baby. If you are thinking of giving your
baby the beautiful name Elizabeth, spread the love and share this with your friends. Popularity of the Name
Elizabeth Below you will find the popularity of the baby name Elizabeth displayed annually, from to the
present day in our name popularity chart. Hover over or click on the dots that represent a year to see how
many babies were given the name for that year, for both genders, if available. The data above is from the
Social Security Administrator of United States, more info here from Social Security card applications for
births in US for every name, from up to the present year. The gender associated with the name might be
incorrect, as the data presents the record applications without being edited for errors. The more babies that are
given a name, the higher popularity ranking the name receives. For names with the same popularity, the tie is
solved by assigning popularity rank in alphabetical order. This means that if two or more names have the same
popularity their rankings may differ significantly, as they are set in alphabetical order. If a name has less than
five occurrences, the SSA excludes it from the provided data to protect privacy. Songs and Videos about the
name Elizabeth: Do your research and choose a name wisely, kindly and selflessly. Our research is continuous
so that we can deliver a high quality service; our lists are reviewed by our name experts regularly but if you
think the information on this page is incorrect or incomplete, please let us know. Use our contact form to
submit your suggestions, or leave your comment below.
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Chapter 8 : Elizabeth (biblical figure) - Wikipedia
Elizabeth, also spelled Elisabeth (Greek á¼˜Î»Î¹ÏƒÎ¬Î²ÎµÏ„) or Elisheba (from the Hebrew ×•Ö±×œÖ´×™×©Ö¶×•×‘Ö·×¢ /
×•Ö±×œÖ´×™×©Ö¸×•×‘Ö·×¢ "My God has sworn"; Standard Hebrew EliÅ¡Ã©vaÊ¿ EliÅ¡Ã¡vaÊ¿, Tiberian Hebrew
Ê¾Ä”lÃ®Å¡Ã©á¸‡aÊ¿ Ê¾Ä”lÃ®Å¡Ä•á¸‡aÊ¿; Arabic Ø£Ù„ÙŠØµØ§Ø¨Ø§Øª, Alyassabat), was the mother of John the
Baptist and the wife of.

Report inappropriate content Comments and insights on the name Elizabeth: The only problem I have is that
my grandfather nicknamed me Becky as an infant and it stuck. I have a lot of people ask me how they got
Becky out of Elizabeth until they learn that I go by my middle name. I had a very long last name so writing
my entire legal name can be tedious. She is the same age as Elizabeth Taylor and could have been her twin, so
she insisted my name be Elizabeth. Dad insisted on Rebecca Sue. I chose a name for my daughter that she
goes by and is not difficult for her. She is named Alisa Ann. I currently know two people named Elizabeth.
One is nice, the other not so much. Whenever I do, the name seems weird. My name is Megan Elizabeth, and I
love my middle name much more then my first name. Some of my friends even call me Liz! I think Elizabeth
is a beautiful name! We named our daughter Elizabeth. And so her nickname was born, Lily. I love the
seemingly infinite number of nicknames for Elizabeth - because Lily really suits her personality, and it was
not originally on our radar. While if on its own it could sound regal I see it as happy, sunny, and intelligent
thanks to her. Personal experiences with the name Elizabeth: Edit -Named my Betty, Elizabeth Marie, after
both of my sister. We call her Babet or Betters for the most part. She is my "Bitty Betty Betters", I am only
allowed to call her that in private! Mostly we call her Babet and that seems to catch on with other kids. I think
it is a regal and old fashioned name. I only ever met one other Libby. This has been mistaken to be short for
Liberty before though. I really dislike it when people all me Lizzy or Liz. My great aunt is named Mary
Elizabeth and she is loving, caring, friendly and funny. So all in all, a common, but professional-sounding,
regal and sophisticated name that I love! It looks great on resumes, job applications, etc. The Elizabeth I know
is really narcissistic and mean and judgemental, she calls herself Beth, so both of these names are ruined for
me. Though she is very smart and so is the only other Elizabeth I know, so maybe being smart goes with
Elizabeth. My friend is called Elizabeth and she absolutely hates it so everyone knows her as Beth. My name
is Elizabeth. When I was a kid, I kind of hated it. Mostly because everyone I knew would say, "Your name is
Elizabeth? In college, my nickname was Mommy Bird. My full name is Elizabeth Joanne and sometimes my
aunt calls me Eliza Jo to be funny. I had a boyfriend in high school who called me "Liz," but when we broke
up, I pretty much forbid people to call me that. My husband calls me "Ellie" sometimes but I still introduce
myself as Elizabeth. I am a person of faith and I like the spiritual associations of my name, as well. We named
our daughter Elizabeth 21 years ago, mainly because of the many, many nicknames associated with the name.
However, none of them seemed to fit, and to this day she insists on being called by her full name. She gets
very frustrated and annoyed when people presume to call her Liz, Lizzy, or Beth. I am creative, strong, and
very happy with my name. I have a best friend named Elizabeth. She has been through many hard times with
me. I have known her forever. My name is Elizabeth, and I love it. Her full name suits her much better than
any nickname. I adore this being my name because it is smart and professional, but has many casual and
equally pretty nicknames available. But at school, work and any other place I need to be professional I am
Elizabeth. I have also only met one Elizabeth my age, so it is definitely not very common at least not in my
area , but never once have I been asked how to spell or pronounce it. I believe it is a very versatile name in
that sense-it works well as both a first and middle name! I feel my parents were right to call me Elizabeth, it is
a beautiful name that I love having! My name is Elizabeth Natasha Grace. Honestly, I have a love-hate
relationship with the name. My little sisters always me Lisa though, as they misheard Liz, and so many family
friends to this day still say "Lisa-I mean Liz, sorry! Also I had a hyphenated last name, so writing my full
name could become a chore after several times. As such, some friends from high school call me Natty. Around
the time I got my first job at 17, I realized how professional Elizabeth actually looked on a resume, so I grew
to love the name. People find it funny that I complain about the length of my name, yet I gave my two
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daughters Victoria Michelle and Isabella Jade lengthy names too! We call her Libby, which is not only fitting,
but works with my other sister and my names. Lizzie was much too similar to my name, Lindsey. Beth is the
name of a family member. We often call her Libby Grace, Libbers, or Lizbeth. I grew up in an extremely
religious area of Texas, so almost every girl my age I knew shared my name! As such, to differentiate, I went
by Liz which is still my preferred nickname now and she was Beth. Though I have no problems with the full
Elizabeth, I feel Liz suits my personality a bit better. But her name is not short for anything. But it brings my
favorite name and my favorite person into one name even though it will only add in an extra letter.
Chapter 9 : Elizabeth () - IMDb
Elizabeth is one of the most classic baby names you can choose for your little girl. And it's one that comes with a host of
international variations that can make for original nicknames or spins on Elizabeth.
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